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Vol.= 1977 72pgs 7.20 + 60
Vol.III 1978 73pgs 7.30 + 60
Vol.IV 1979 78pgs 7.80 + 6.()
Vol.V .1980 106pgs 10.60+ 60
\101.1.1I 1981 84 pgs 8.40 + 60
$46.10 $3.60
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NOTES & QUERIES
In his catalog #18, 11/81, Bud
Steere tells us about:
howel, MAYO
moulder, HOPKINSON/38 HAMPSTEAD
RD. (BP II shows several Hopkinsons
but none at his address.
bench plane, 18 C Characteristics
birch, RB
dado, R.FISH (owner?)
Seen at a meeting of the Early
Trades & Crafts Society a skewed
toothing plane marked I QUIRK in a
banner. (ETC is a Long Island, NY
group.)
There's no accounting for collector's
luck. Simultaneously with the
issuance of the Mechanick's Workbench catalog showing the unusual,
four-ironed Manners sash plane, an
ETC plane addict exhibited one secured locally by the exchange of
a few fish-hooks and colored beans.
It, like the M.W. plane, was in
excellent condition, perhaps indicating that the model was not popular in the workshop but we wouldn't
bet on it. Plane was collected by
Ray Wisnieski.

At another ETC meeting, John Schuler
showed us a tiny hollow (1
/
4"?) marked E.BALDWIN that also bears the
mark RICHARD A. STRIKER/GREENWICH
(CT?) and a mark of J.WASHBURN who
may have been an owner but shares
a surname with some known planemakers. All the marks were in the
fore end of the plane; the Baldwin
mark was stamped in the conventional maker's slot. Can anyone tell
us how to distinguish between E
BALWIN the son and E BBALDWIN the
father? The usual E Baldwin mark
has no place name.
In his auction list of Sept. 1981
Jack Bittnernotes a plane by
MORRILL/BANGOR, ME. that also
bears the mark of E.A.SMITH. He
also records a plane by A.BALDWIN
& CO that is also marked "Made
expressly for Slark, Day, Stauffer
& Co., New Orleans" The same list
contains a 19" Poreplane by S.
ATKINSON who is listed as a possible Baltimore maker. cf Hay Directory-John -Atkinson, WPINCA T ATKINSON.
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Reproduction of wedge, iron and fore end of a plane marked S C)aruthers
collected by Dave Truesdale. The imprint is an embossed sawtooth. Toe
chamfers are 3/8" side, top chamfers are he. The plane is 9 7/8" long
and 2 15/16" high. Caruthers (whose name also appears with a double
"r")is the first documented Philadelphia planemaker.
VII-3_3

NOTES & QUERIES
Revently collected ty Howard Greenberger is a small, fenced rabbet
probably reworked from a round
plane at some time in the quite
distant past. The mark is partly
obscured but seems to be ?RWOOD,
quite likely C.HARWOOD reported
in an earlier issue. The plane is
915" long and quite shallow from
reworking. The maker was a member
of the relieved wedge school and
his wedgeooutline closely resembles
that of J Puller.

From Ray Smith, our Australian VP,
comes a question about Norris
planes. He recently acquired a"join
ing and panel plane. Model No Al,
17i" in the original box with an
instruction sheet. The address
shown is NORRIS PLANES & TOOLS LTD,
CROYDON, ENGLAND, (tel. Thornton
Heath 3211), A SUBSIDIARY OF
AERONAUTICAL & GENERAL INSTRUMENTS
LTD. WIG lists Norris as 1921-41
with the address of Malden, S.W.
Ray asks what the dating and explanation of his address is.

A HOARD OF DUTCH PLANES
AND A FAMOUS NAME
IMP Editor, Roger Smith is as concerned with the older wooden planes
as he is with the transitional and metallic planes with which his name
has become firmly identified. Through his good offices we have learned
about an unusual group of Dutch planes discovered in the Garvan Collection
belonging to the Yale Art Gallery by superintendent Robert Soule.
Photographed by Joseph Szaszfal, they appear in the pages that follow.
The history of the original acquisition of the planes is obscure. Except for labelings on two of the planes which indicate that both came
from the same source, there is no reason to believe that the planes
were originally collected as a group or that they were acquired for any
reason other than their antiguity and esthetic qualities.
The two labeled planes represent one of those frustrating circumstances that lead researchers to hair tearing and rug chewing. On the
labels, original ownership is attributed to Benjamin Franklin. Except
for the fact that the planes are dated and the dates fall within the lifetime of the Franklin, who was the American statesman and virtuoso, 1706
1790, the only indication that the owner was indeed he and not some
other Benjamin Franklin is that the unknown labeler apparently assumed
that the reader would understand that the famous Franklin was meant.
Any other Franklin would have required further identification..
The real problem is our lack of information as to why the labeler
believed the planes to be Franklin's. Did he base his label on someone's unverified statement, on some hazy tradition or on documented
evidence now lost to us?
The planes present interesing questions, not the least of which is
how did they come to America? Were Dutch tools regularly imported in
Franklin's day? May we perhaps find somewhere in colonial records information that will lead us to a better understanding of the early
Dutch planemakers?
VII -4

Dated 1755; Height: 2" tapering to 1-3/4" at front from throat opening and 1-5/8" at rear from
throat opening; Width: 2-5/8"; Length: 8-1/4"; Wood: Beech.
Wedge appears to be oak and a replacement. Blade Stamped "I & R SORBY" (replacement?). Thin,
tapered. Width: 2-1/8".
"BENJ FRANKLIN" stamped in 3/32" high letters in front of throat (see photo A). Writing in photo
B appears on bottom of plane on rear side of mouth: "Benjamin Franklin s plane from old John
Labur (?) who died at Deleware (sic) water gap 1875 aged 105 years where his decendents now reside."
Yale Art Gallery — Garvan Collection

(A)
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(B)

Yale Art Gal lery — Garvan Collection
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Yale Art Gallery — Garvan Collection

Dated 1769
Height: 2-1/8" tapered to 1-3/4" at
front and 1-1/8" at rear. Last 4-1/2" appear
to have been cut down; Width: 3-1/8"; Length: 31".
"BENJ FRANKLIN" stamped in front of throat similar
to preceeding plane. Two small stamps at front end of plane
appear to be a crown; on the bottom are possibly three initials
which can not be read. Paper label (photo A) has the same writing
as is found on the bottom of the preceeding plane.
Body of the plane is beech. The front of the tote appears to be walnut
pinned in place. Rear tote dovetailed in two places. Possibly some
type of European walnut. No wedge or iron.
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Dated 1770; Height: 3-5/8"; Length: 12"; Width of body: 1-1/4"; Width of fence: 1-1/4" (Date 1770
carved on fence).
Iron spine riveted to body (7 rivets). Iron wear piece fastened to fence. Wood is beech. Front arm is
beech, rear arm is walnut. Mark in front of fence very faint. No wedge or iron.
Yale Art Gallery — Garvan Collection
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Yale Art Gallery — Garvan Collection

I

Dated 1780; Height: 2" tapered from throat opening to 1-7/8" at rear; Width: 2-5/8";
Length: 8-1/8"; Wood: Beech; Wedge: Walnut. No mark on thin tapered blade other than
what appears to be an anchor. Width: 2".

Yale Art Gallery — Garvan Collection

Dated 1758; Height: 2" tapered from throat opening to 1-7/8" at rear; Width: 2-5/8";
Length: 8-1/4"; Wood: Beech. Wedge does not appear to be beech — possibly a type of
walnut but appears to be original. Tapered Blade stamped "EOU LSOVE R." Width: 2".
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I

Dated 1782; Height: 3-3/4"; Length: 12-1/2"; Width of body: 1-1/2"; Width of fence: 1-3/8".
12" arm (boxwood) pinned to body. Iron spine riveted to body (7 rivets). Iron wear piece also fastened to fence. Wood is beech. No marks. No wedge or iron.
Yale Art Gal lery — Garvan Collection
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Some interesting labels in
the Dick Howe collection.

A birch plane in the Larry Brundage collection. Note the stem retainer.

An ebony plow with ivory
nuts and tips in the Dick
Howe collection.
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Wade Treadway uses a cornice
plane made by D.P. SANBORN,
Littleton, N.H. The body is 5" wide
and carries a 4-3/16" iron. The
applied fence is 5/8" thick.

A curious and attractive plow marked JA;KING owned
by Jock Moody. Unhandled, it has round top chamfers.
The arms are huge — 7/8" in diameter with 2-3/4 threads
to the inch. The depth stop hardware is of iron with
marks of hand work. Plane body is beech, arms are birch.
Screws retaining the iron sole plate are blunt ended.
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FROM THE BOB FINCH COLLECTION

1

A friction fit plank plow.

An early plow with wedged arms.

A. B. F ROGATT plow with friction fit
arms, brass washers on iron rivets and a
snecked iron marked ALLEN.

A plank plow with copper sheathing and a
leather strap at the tongue.

Two Belgian plows. On both the arms are wedged
from above. On the right hand one a single wedge
bears on two horizontal slides that contact the
stems.

Various Dutch planes.
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A GABRIEL sash fillister owned by Bill Baader.

Unusual marks from our files.

An interesting label from the Ed Ingraham collection.

S. CARUTHERS owned by Bill Eviston.
VII-3-14

Another unusual mark from our files.

An American Bridle Plane
The usual nineteenth century American plow plane differs
basically from the continental European tool in its method of
attachment of the arms. European plows regularly have the arms
affixed to the stock, while in the American--following the traditional British style--the arms are attached to the fence.
There are exceptions, however, to the design features of the
customary American plow. Ken Roberts has brought to our attention
in the past the Chapin-Rust patent plow, and this plane is illustrated by examples in John Moody's recent book on American plow
planes and in Roger Smith's new work on transitional and metallic
patented American planes. In the Chapin plane, two slotted, flat,
metal arms project from the left side of the stock and are held
at the fence by thumbscrews set in a form of "bridle" atop the
fence. The thumbscrews pass through the slots of the arms, clamping
bridle, arms, and fence in a unit. In other Chapin versions, round
wooden or steel arms project from the plane stock, held by a bridle
on the fence or by independent cast iron fittings equipped with
thumbscrews. Of course these H. Chapin patent plows carried a
threaded shaft to regulate the position of the fence.
In British manufacture of the plow plane there were also
exceptions to the usual arms-through-stock construction. The 1899
Alexander Mathieson & Sons, Saracen Tool Works Illustrated Price
List, 8th edition, reprinted by Roberts, lists plow models No. 10,
11, and 12 which have arms projecting from the stock, and either a
bridle or independent thumbscrewsto position the fence relative to
the cutting iron and skate. Again, Griffiths, Norwich, made a
bridle plow of basically similar construction of which an example
is illustrated in Arnold & Walker's Catalogue 3, 1975.
For another example in American manufacture, American Woodworking Tools (color plate 16) displays the A. G. Moore, N.Y.,
version of a screw-arm plow, but with arms set in the stock, and with
stop nuts securing the fence rather than tightening the arms at the
stock.
A recently located American plow of the atypical construction
is here illustrated.

V 11-3-15

It was the manufacture of A.
(Allen) Cumings of Boston, MA,
a firm which operated from
1844 to 1850, and was located
on Commercial Street close by
the docks of Boston's inner
harbor. This example has a
rosewood stock, with V-bottom
rosewood arms; the arms are
fastened by mounting in holes
through the full width of the
stock, and a peg for securing
one of them is clearly visible
on the bottom of the stock.
The arms have small turned tips
doweled into their outboard ends.
The lower portion of the
fence is constructed to the
scale of other A. Cumings plows
while the upper part of the
fence, with V-bottom slots to receive the arms, and the bridle,
draw inspiration for design from Mathieson and Griffiths examples. The round knob-handle on the right rear of the stock is
either unique or very unusual in an American plow plane. This
uncommon "tote" is a feature of a plow made by the Alexander
Wallace firm, which William Goodman records as working at least
as early as 1824 in Dundee, Scotland.

A. Wallace, Dundee, bridle plow
with side handle (Salaman Collection,
Christie's South Kensington auction,
9/17/81 -- photo courtesy C. Schultz)

Lack of access to any Griffiths or Wallace catalogs, or
to those of Alex. Mathieson prior to the 1899 reprint, prevent
our determinimg whether Cumings developed the bridle system or
the side handle, or whether--which seems considerably more likely-he merely followed elements of design which crossed the Atlantic
from Dundee, Norwich, and other British locations some time prior
to 1850.
(Should RhykenBull readers know of other examples of this
A. Cumings plow, or know of British examples of the bridle style
datable prior to 1850, kindly inform the Editor, and/or Paul B.
Kebabian.)
P.B.K.
At the Mercer Museum EAIA meet we saw the beautifully-crafted
fence which Paul Kebabian designed and made to replace Cuming's
missing original. In the museum collection another American
plow with Stock-fixed arms turned up. Made by BUTLER/PHILA, it
also had a sort of grip protruding from the right of the stock
behind the wedge but this looked more like a piece of broom
handle than a rounded knob. The fence did not have the true
bridle design but had buila up pillars fore and aft surmounted
by
brass fixtures with screws to retain the arms.
VI I-3-16

NOTES A GUEPIMS
Bed Brown haseaeguired a hoard of 30 planes
marxea I KENT with early eelaracterastics.
With the planes was evidence that I Kent may
pave been Justice Kent, born in Massachusetts
in the third gaarear of the lath C. There were
also marked ;lanes by J.L.MACK and C M GERE.
All three names are listed as unlocated in
wPINCA. There were also three planes stamped
by Thomas Grant with one grout. None of these
bore the crowned initials Sc often found on
Grant planes. Research is going farward to
:ent based on the written malearn more about 1'
terial accompanying the find. We cannot overemphasize that even the slightest hits of information can help lead to satiefactora identifications an cases like this and ask that anyone who owns planes by Kent, Gere or Mack or
has knowledge of any of these men , communicate
with your Editor who will pass the information
to Bud.
May we have a note from anyone who owns a plane
marked BOURNE embossed in a straight sided rectangle. A =lane with this mark belonging to
the Jacob brothers was snown at the spring =A
meeting. Found in con7unction with similar
planes bearing the Tho.Grant stamping it represents a puzzle.
N.NiTTING/OTISFMELD appears in the makers slot
of a large hollow owned hv Ken Bassett. The only
Catisfield we can find in our Gazeteer is in
Cumberland County, Maine about 36 miles N N W
of Portland.
We get alot of great sketches and some drawings
that are rather more formal than sketches.
These are eery much wanted. They are far easier to use when on unlined white paper, although
we continue to be glad to get whatever You send.
Aevehing that helps visualize a sua7ece is
useful, whether it he rubbing, tracing, sketch,
measured drawing, photo or what have you. We
suggest you egret send your planes.
Paato reproduction is dirficaelt. We do best
with sharp shots in black and white whore 'the
° bleat or feature to be noted is seen against
a lighter background. But too mach whies
seems to bounce the light around and produce
shadows that obscure details. Generally, the
more of the frame that is occePied by your subject the better.
As we have previously mentioned, we report
data gleaned from dealers' or auction catalogs.
Because more and more colleceions are appearing
on the market and because Plane Talk is now
six years old, the chances for double reporting previously reported planes is encreaseng.
We don't think we can avoid this because the
catalogs are a fruitful source of data, though
unfortunately unrefined. We suggest that if,
when seeking confirmation of a maker, you find
several rePorts in Plane Talk, at least one of
which is from a catalog, You discount the value
of the reports unless all specimens are described and are different.

A hollow of Dutch manufacture made by J
(Jan
Nocizgedacht) awned by Ray W'snieski also has
a carved DVA
upside down on the toe and the
embossed boxed initials eNW on the heel. We
suppose the supplementary initials on Dutch
-lanes
to be owners but don't know this for
a
certain. We don't think we have seen frequent
fullname stamps on planes of Dutch origin and
wonder if anyone can comment or: what was conventional or whether initial stamps might be,
in the main, earlier than full name seamps.
There is a pecaliar coincidence in the geographican listings in WP C." that may be the result
of a transposition. The name C.W.ROADS appears
under the heading, AMHERST, NEW HAMPSHIRE. A
hating for C.E.RHOADS appears under AMHERST,
MASS. There is no listing for the New Hampshire
entry in the alphabetical Index. There are
Amhersts in both states and at is possible that
the similarity is merely the result cf cnance.
Does anyone know?
Prom Rec Fowle comes word of a new planemaker
name, KNIIE, in a sawtooth border. We mast say
that some makers had really splendid names.
One of the items in a mail auction announced in
the catalog of Dave Paling of San Francisco, is
a let of 33 Dutce planes. One is a conventional appearing smoother buttoned with a steel
plate. It is marked J.JAN(N)SEN. Its iron is
by J & R DODGE/SBEFFIELe with the :act= JUSTE
JUDICATO. The remaining 32 are moulders of
"European red beech" marked variously:
F.D. - crowned
J.N. - crowned
C.JANNSEN
G.M. - crowned
P - crowned
Allen surmounted by a
J.R.
figure.
I
R
The accomoanenc photo indicates a max of old
style long moulders and others of shorter, perhaps standard length.
A rosewood plow with metal screw arts and nuts
labeled E I CARPINTERO/ARGENTINA is listed en
the May '61 catalog of Jack Bittner.
An unusual treatment of boxing which may not be
original but appears so was used on a plane
incised JOHN BELL/AGT/PEULAD owned by Stan
woloere. The strip of boxing is retained in
place by five screws. Has anyone ever noticed
this detail on another plane?
Planes in the collection of Bill Nelson:
Fancy moulding - marked J. LEE in a sawtooth
border set parallel with a simi.lar mark of
W.H.TROTMAN.
Round - emobssed W-DEFLEY in a sawtooth
border.
Iron - marked e.BEaRDS--- & SONS. The last
three letters are probably BAW.
GLUNG PATENT NO
Scrub plane - F.KOEST .
42079 NO 48559. We are not sure of the separation of the letters or of the "1" which on
difficult to read.

We are distressed by the number of typographiGeorde Monk asks if its possible that R.BLOOD,
cal errors that get into Plane Talk. Our chief
III-3-3 and BLOOD 111-2-5 might be connections
problem is that they diminish the reliability
, of a broad-ax maker, I BLOOD (a questionable
of the reports. We are rather more careful
but probable reading) of Ballston, N.Y. George's
with the spelling of the names and ether factreading of the ax label is tentative but the
ual data reported than we are with ordinary
existence of an edge tool make= in Ballston
text, but in no department does our record e'en
suggests it would be wothwhile to check for
approach perfect. We haven't any good excuse
plane irons made there by the axmaker and his
except our own carelessness and RUSH, both of
relatives.
which we have to contend with at all times.
For what they're worth, you have our apologies.
A marvelous resume of all that is known about
It will be beneficial to everyone who uses Plane
the Nicholsons, Francis and John, including new
Talk if you will report tyy,yraphical violations
and previously unpublished information is carthat affect facts so that we can run (and
ried an the Autumn 1981 issue of The Mechanick's
index) corrections. Don't bother to tell us
Wcrkbench. If you do not receive this catalog
if we used ran for run but if we should render
($8.00 per issue, Front.
- St. Marion, Mass,02738)
1794 as 1974 or substitute Pittsfield for
you should certainly consider signing on. Don
Pittsburgh there ought to be corrections.
and Anne Wing, who are business partners as well
as husband and wife, are among the most producby
retorted
R.LAZARUS/LONDON
is
tive
researchers in the field of rhykenology
label
A new
and their catalogs are as handsome - and as
Eric Gannicott. The name is in Ronan capitals
useful as reference works - as any that have
and London is in Italic capitals. Specimens of
been issued.
the label appear on a half set of hollows and
rounds collected by Rhykenophile Oannicott.
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Seth Says
null mese Plano.

In Vol. IV -2-13 Dan Semei reported a plane by H.L.JAMES/WILLIAMSBURG/MASS, saying that James was
in business until at least 1070. Hifi
plane was also stamped (DE FOREST/
BIRMINGHAM/CT.. which had apparently been okinned off by James When he
added his own mark. WPINCA lists
James with the single year 1855. We
have just found another specimen, a
5/16 bead stamped H.L.JAMES/WILLIAMSDURGH/MASS. (zb). The H at the end
of Williamsburgh and the appearance
of the incuoe 5/16 on the heel lead
i me to believe that it is clouer to
1 11855 than to 1070. On the left aide
H ied the plane is a stencil in a bori der 21" square readings"COPLAND &
BIVENS./Dealers in/HARDWARE/CUTLERY,/
t:
c Stoves. Tinware./Farming Implements,/
Atc../No.7 Cheutnut St../
MASON CITY,ILL." Mason City lies between Peoria and Springfield. Perhaps one of our friends be the area
can tell us more about thio enterprising dealer who imported planes
from Western Massachusetto, and the
fate of Mason City which never reached
its full potential.
a l

Another sighting of W.FOOD on
rabbet. This makes six.

A 3/8 bead is marked "COLDSMITH/PHIIA./COR, NEW MARKET/A/
GREEN STREET/WARRANTED". This is
definetely not the earliest Philadelphia Goldsmith, whose stamp is
"T.GOLDSMITH".
Is it George (180554), William (1839-69), or another?
I don't have access to Philadelphia
city directories.. N.M.WARDWELL & Co.!
ROME - WPINCA reports only Wardwell
& Co.
A CASEY CLARK & CO.AUBURN N.Y.
26" jointer with an iron with an
unreported mark EXCELSIOR wons/
AUBURN.

I offered to fill out the list
of toolo for the EAIA Directory
of American Tool makers recently
for The Canal Museum in Syracuse,
Like most email museums they
NY.
are chronically short of personnel
and were delighted to have some
volunteer help. Their collection
is not at present open to the
public and is in need of cleaning,
but I found a few interesting
names,C.(?) R. WELLS This may possibly
be L.G. & R. WELLS listed without
details in WPINCA. The word "NATHAN"
(zb) is also on the nose but seems
to be unrelated to the maker's mark.
it is a professional looking stamp
and may be a dealer.
The number 180 appears consistently
on hollows and rounds made by
Casey. Clark & Co./Auburn N.Y
A. Howland & Co./N.Y
Owasco Tool Co. / New York
Auburn Tool Co/Auburn N.Y.
Auburn Tool Co.,/Auburn N.Y.
These are predecessors or 2nd brands
of the Auburn Tool Co., which merged
with the Ohio Tool Co. in 1893.
A.R.HOOKER on a smoothing plane,
previously unrecorded.
HAYDEN & NOLTON/SYRACUSE N.Y. This
mark is given in WPINCA as a directory listing with mo imprint recorded.
An arm and hammer device appears
between the name and the address,
while "1857" (incuse) in stamped on
the nose. The iron appears to be
by David Ward of Sheffield; WARRANTED/
(horseshoe device)/WARD/CAST STEEL.
A cooper's croze marked PAT.APPLIED
FOR/WM.H.L.WALTER/SYRACUSE,N.Y. This
name does not appear in Bill Hilton's
Index. 1977 ed.
The Chemung County Historical Society
in Elmira, N.Y. has a 1" rabbet
marked J.RICH. not previously recorded.

One of the interesting things
about membership in the various tool
collecting associations la the access
it gives to people all over the world
who are experts in the field.
In ET VII-1 we told about a
Dutch blokschaaf plane owned by Carlos
Ball.
Carlos hao written to the
Rijkumuseum voor Volkekunde in Arnhem.
Holland, which nails itself "The Netherlands Open Air Museum", about his
plane and the crowned initials NVN
over FWS. Dr.de Jong of the museum
called on two experts for an opinion.
Mr. Noorlandor, formerly of the museum
staff, believes that most initials are
those of the owner, cut to his order
by the planemaker, as well as dates and
scrolls. etc.
The town records of
Amsterdam show that planemakers and
other tool makers belonged to the Guild
of St. Joseph. He thinks the crowns
over which we have puzzled for so long
are not associated with some royal
patent but rather indicate membership
In the guild. The second specialiet.
Mr. G. Veraorg of the Ambachtsmuoeum
(craft museum) in Haastrecht, is unable to give an opinion without seeing
"good quality photographs of the 6
sides of your plane and the cutting
Iron."
This is true professional
caution. We have asked our member
Honk Van Dijk to try to get us a
copy of an article by Mr. Noorlander. '
and if our Dutch holds out, we'll
try to translate it for you some day.
Spoaking of Initialed planes,
J.M.Greber illustrates three
very early ones in his ll utory
21_..the Planes A mitre plane
dated 1644-3igned NW; a small
smoothing plane with chip carving and a heart in which the
owner has placed his intials
jogi and a1004 INS standing for
In Hoc Sales. or "in this is
the salvation", and the year
17251 a Bohemian jointer with
an acorn and palmetto design,
signed "M N 1696, FECIT I K K".
Presumably MU is the owner,
while IKK was the maker. My
own interpretation of IHS is
In Hoc Signe, in this sign,
which meant "In this sign
shalt thou conquer" to the
Emperor Constantine the Great
and led him to recognize
Christianity.

A group of planes at. a show
In Cortland. NY was meetly
English. Darogatt is listed
by Goodman as Birmingham
1765-90. ASMINU bead and a
No.6 round have a variation
of another mark reported in
Goodman,
EXHIBITION MEDALS
LONDON AND DUBLIN
notes that the London
exhibition took place in 1860
and Paris in 1862. Dublin in
1865. Melbourne in 1881. Thus
Greenslade planes can be dated
by the medals they hod won at
a specific date. Another plane
has a hitherto unreported mark A.WILLIAMSON (zb)
There were some REED UTICA planee
in the Group, so that it is not
necessarily English. It is a
small chamfer Nene but does not
context° to those shown in
Woman, or to the more elatorate
inventions of Blye and Tidey
Withltheir moveable fences.
Screw ho Ice show that it
once had a fence attached.
W.GWEENSLADE

LTSUR

1.
S .W .BURCfiA RD

One of the planes with the mark
of R N ROSS (an owner?)which
have recently surfaced. We wonder if wedges in Ross-marked
planes are of similar pattern.
This tracing of one and the sketch
of the side rabbet from which it
comes are by George Monk.
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Rubbing of John Meloney's plane
REYmarked R.N.ROSS and also O.L.
III
NOLDS MAKER, V-4-4. See also
that
is
plane
3-3
. The George Monk
3-3.
-16.
VI-2
in
d
note

• Iron in a plane collected
by Vincent King.
At top is an unreadable
5-part medallion. To the
sides are what appears to
be the obverse and reverse
r
of -3 medals, the two uppe
m
ones probably Stockhol
and Paris, the lowest has
a Crown/GR on the obverse.
,PTobably George V, i.e.
1910 or later
, GOLD MEDALS
Paris
1900
Stockholm
1897
for
best handling of
Swedish Steel.
S.W.B.
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A PAIR OF BEADS
BY Philip West
I recently acquired two bead planes with some interesting details.
One is by Wm BOYD who may be the W*BOYD referred to in WiGss book,and
the other is by KNIFE. I believe the latter to be unrecorded save for
a reference in Reg B,1-toll's April '81 catalogue (No 257).
DETAILS
KNIFE (zb)
Length
Upper plane width
Lower plane width
Upper plane depth
Chamfers (both flat)
Front
Top
Rear
Iron Angle

W41 BOYD (zb)

9 9/16"
15/16"
1 13/16"
1 /
1
2"

91
/
2"
15/16"
1 5/8"
1 /
1
2"

;,
2„

3/8"
5/16"
5/16"
510

3/8"
½"

48°

I purchased the planes at the same time and they both carry the same
owner's names. We have no dates for either makers but because of the
similarity of the planes I think they may have been producing planes at
the same time. Perhaps the membership would like to comment.
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TRANSITIONAL AND METALLIC PLANE INFORMATION

Roam

K. SMITH, Editor

STANLEY-SIIGLEY PLANES

that Stanley actually manufactured
combination planes of Siealey's design
between 1901 and at least July 1912.
Apparently the Siegley combination
plane was later offered under the 'onion
label (see P-TOTIA, p. 260).

New information indicates that Jacob
Siegley and the Stanley Rule & Level Co.
signed either a purchase or partnership
agreement as early as 1901. The exact details of this agreement are not known; however, "Jake" Siegley would occasionally
ST 'S
travel from Wilkes-Barre, Pa. to New Britain,
SIEGLEY
Conn. to serve as a paid consultant.
Wood bottom planes and all-iron bench
planes are known with cutters marked either
SsS or STS (see P-TAMPIA, p. 108). The
S 5 S
castings and other features are identical to
SIEGUE,Y
those manufactured by Stanley except they
are equirped with twisted lateral levers.
Also, the lever caps on the wood bottom
Harry O'Neill and others have requested
planes have a smooth outside surface rather
information
on pattern makers planes marked
than being "rebbled".
SIMPLEX.
We
do not have information as to
equipped
planes
that
It has been observed
the
manufacturer
of these planes. However,
SsS
are
the
thin
steel
marked
with irons
John
Trergiari
has
provided an illustration
patented
by
as
parallel
faces,
cutters with
from
a
c.
Hammacher
Schlemmer catalog
1905
known
planes
are
Other
Bailey in 18677.
with
a
of the Simplex
Price
description
and
tapered
irons
thick
old-style
equipped with
Plane.
marked STS. Apnarently a substantinl number
This information helps to date the plane.
of "old-time" woodworkers still preferred
We
would
apnreciate hearing from anyone who
the thick tapered cutters, thus the Stanleymay
have
more data as to the identity of the
Siegley planes were offered with both tymes.
manufacturer.
should be noted that some contemporary
woodworkers have converted their planes to
SIMPLEX PATTERN MAKERS' SOLE PLANE
accomodate the thick tapered cutters (see
P-TAM=IA, p. 266).
It is concluded that SsS represents
Stanley-"steel"-Siegley, and STS represents
Stanley-"thick" (tapered)-Siegley. It is
possible that the Siegley name came first
in these markings, it is assumed that alliron bench planes manufactured under the
Stanley-Siegley label were also available
equipped with either thin or thick cutters.
This plane is intended to cover the requirements of pattern makers
Apparently these planes were manufactured by
wood workers who have coved or hollow work to finish.
and
for
name
Siegley
under
the
but
sold
Stanley
faces or soles are made of finest seasoned beech and are 13 inches
The
some sort of marketing advantage.
long, 234 in. wide and N in. thick. Six soles are furnished with each
Jacob Siegley of Wilkes-Barre, ?a. was
plane, rounded to circles of 4, 6, 9, 12. 16 and 20 in. diameters, each
granted retent ff1,032,956 on July 16, 1912
sole being stamped with the size. A flat face may be added and the
plane used as an ordinary jack plane, thus avoiding the necessity of
for an improvement on his combination plane.
carrying a separate jack plane.
He immediately assigned this ratent to the
The plane is of cast iron, lightened as much as possible: the cutters
S.1,.L.L. Co. of New Britain, Conn. (see
are of steel, 14, in. wide, also stamped with the diameter of the circle
TACT?, nn. 211-,213 for drawing & spedififor which they are intended.
cations of this patent). This would indicate
The soles are very easily attached to the plane and hold very securely.
P-TAYPIA-Patented Trans. & Met. Planes... Smith
TACPP-The American Cab.maker's Plow Plane.Moody

Complete with six soles
1711 —3-21

Each, $6.50

JENSEN'S PATENT
DADO, RABBET & FILLISTER PLANE
2tLtE_2212y, one of our Canadian members,
has recently observed two planes of a design
patented by Conrad Jensen of Boston, Mass. on
May lh, 1872 (No. 126,707). As luck would
have it the planes were found in widely separated areas of Canada within a period of a
few weeks.
Both planes are stamped with the patent
date along with C. JENSEk. One of the planes
has the maker's imprint of J.H. LAMB NEW
BEDFORD, MASS. This firm was operating c.
1869-73.
The planes have identical construction
features which indicate they were both manufactured by J.H. Lamb. Apparently Jensen
licensed Lamb the rights to produce the
planes.
The patent drawings and specifications
are reproduced on the next page. Appreciation
is extended to John Moody for allowing us to
reproduce these sheets from his book, The
American Cabinetmaker's Plow Plane, 1700-1900.
Photographs of the plane are reproduced
in the photo section. We would appreciate
hearing about other pldnes of this design.

It is identical to Fenn's English design
or 1857 (see Some 19th C, English Woodworking
Tools, Kenneth D. Roberts, pp. 270 & 276).
A plane of Fenn's design was sold at Tyrone
Roberts March Auction. It is stamped J.
PENN REGIS:EBEL 12th NOVEMBER, 18/41: indicating that Foucault was exactly 50 years too
late!

BAILEY'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

WOOD BENCH_ PLANES.

No. 529,8d1.

The allow Cut gives a maim& view of a

Wood Smooth Plane (No. 23, 9 Inch) with an Iron
Shell, in Case: properly formedfor the most comfortable use of the hands in working it,
axe wit illustrate the position of the several parts while in use.

H. rOHCLULT.
OAaPtNTER'& FLAIL
Patented Nov. 20, 1891.

The Plane-Iron (Ai is scatnpecl out entire from the best quality of English CAST STEEL, is of equal
thicimess throughout. tempered and ground by an improved process, and is sharpened fur immediate use when
east to market
The Cap-Iron (Hi is also stamped out from Steel, and is fastened to the Plane-Iron in the usual manner by
an adjustable screw near the center. At the over extremity, the Cap-Iron is curved by a patented process, thus
bringing a bearing directly upon the Plane-Iron, at a point just back (runt the cutting edge.
The Iron Lever (C) as held in place bctow its center, by the screw (E), whicn acts as a fulcrum, and the
Lever may be readily clamped down upon the Irons by use of the thumb-piece and Cam (Dj. When the
thumb-piece is turned upward, and the Cam ceases to bear upon the Irons, the Lever may be removed from its
place and the Irons released, without turning the screw (Ei, as the Lever and Irons are properly slotted for t us
porP°14.
The points of greatest pressure, when clamped, being at the toe of the Plane-Iron, at an auxiliary point
under the upper end ot the curve in the Cap-Iron —where the Plane-Iron is most likely to buckle or rise from
ha bed— and at the heel or upper end of the Cap-Iron, over the Iron Bed-Piece Ill, the Plane-Iron is secured
more firmly in its place than can be done by any other method, and all liability to meArrnitiitc of the Plane-iron
lit avoided.
The pressure required for the best working of the Plane Iron can be easily obtained by driving or slacking
dm screw (E).
When the Plane-iron is secured in its place, by using the brass thumb-screw (F), the Lever (G) is easily
opotated to drive or draw the Iron, and thus the thickness of the shaving to be taken from any work way be
regniated with perfect accuracy.
By means of the Lever (K), located under the Plane-Iron, and vro.icing S1DZWISZ, the cutting edge can be
essay brought into a position exactly square with the bottom of the Plane, if any variation should exist when
die Plane-Iron is first•clamped down. The Revolving Disc on the Lever prevents all Friction.
If, from :he wearing away of the face of the plane, by lung continued use, or if for any other reasons it be
dadrabie, the mouth of the Plain can be readily adjusted by moving forward the Iron lied-Piece ill, which may
be done by means of the two screws —one ot which is shown (II). The surface which forms the bed of the
Plane-Iron below the Iron Bed-Piece, can be brought up to agree with the latter, by gluing a thin piece of cent
• vesteering over the wood, thus securing permanently any desired width of mouth
MA.NUFACTI:TRETh
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ATTMS.r.

STANLEY RULE & LEVEL CO.,
New Britain, Conn.

Cei•Oe'redsoilt
r7=7Wai"

AT

131? TIZE

N CY.

Warehouse: No. 29 Chambers Street: New York.
6-27-'92-50,000

Obviously Henri Foucault of Canton, Ohio
did not use much originality in his patent
of 18914, shown above.

il.dvertisino Circular illustrating and
describing Stanley wood bottom planes;
dated June 27, 1892; contributed by John
S. Kebabian.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE
CONRAD JENSEN. OF BC/SION. MASSACHOSTTIS

No. 126,707

r--

Conrad Jensen.
Improvement in Planes.
Patented May 14, 1872.

..,71P.

IMPROVEMENT IN PLANES.
Specification forming pin of I

,e-

To all whom ii may concern:
Be it known that I. CONRAD JENSEN, of Boston,
in the county of Suffolk and State of Massachusetts,
have invented certain Improvements in Planes, of which
the following is a full, clear, and exact description,
reference being had to the accompanying drawing making part of this specification, in which —
Figure I is a pet spective view of my improved plane.
Fig. 2 is a plan of the under side of the sante. Fig. 3 is an
elevation of the side of the plane opposite to that shown
in Fig. I. Fig. 4 is a longitudinal vertical section on the
line xx ol Fig. 2. Fig. 5 is a transveise vertical section of
the line ye of Fig. 2. Fig. 6 is a tfallSVCISC vertical section
on the line zz of Fig. 2. Fig. 7 is a perspective view of
one portion of the plane detached and inverted. Fig. 8 is
a perspective view of the other portion inverted. Fig. 9 is
a plan of the under side of the portion of the plane
shown in Fig. 8, with the gauge removed.
In "matching" boards of varying thicknesses it is
customary to employ a "plow- plane for cutting the
gzooves, the plane being made adjustable, so as to insure the groove being in the required position, diffetein
Irons being used for grooves of different widths lo cut
tenons corresponding thereto has, however, heretofore
necessitated the employment of a number of sepaiate
tools (one for each site tenon) which were expensive.
and required much time and care to keep in ordei . My
invention has for its object to overcome these objections; and consists in a combination plane formed of
two portions, each provided with an iron, and made adjustable to and from the other, by which construction
tenons of various widths and depths may be cut in any
desired position with one and the same tool, which can
also he used as a "dado" plane; the two portions.
(which ale provided with suitable gauges and cutters,)
when separated furnishings a "dado" plane. two "rabbet" planes, and a "fillister" plane.
To enable others skilled in the art to understand and
use my invention I will proceed to describe the manner
in which I have carried it out.
In the said drawing, A B represents the two portions
of my improved plane. connected together by screws C
provided with nuts. Each of the portions A B is provided with an iron, a, set at an angle, a vertical cutter. b, in
front thereof, and a sliding gauge, c, on one side
operated by a thumb-screw, d. I) is a longitudinal
gauge, provided with slots r, and secured by screws/ to
the tinder side of the portion A. The screws Care each
provided with two nuts, ga, one on each side of the
plane, and also with two nuts, hh. between the two portions. A B. and fitting into recesses ii, forined therein, in
order that the two portions may be brought neatly
together; and it is by means of these nuts and screws
that the portions A B are held firmly in position at any
required distance from each other. The portion A is provided with a handle. K. by which the plane is operated.
When it is desired to cut a tenon at a given distance from
the edge of a board, the gauge D is set at a correspond.

/

135

Reorinted courtesy of John Moody.

Patent

No. I26.707. dated Ma/ 14, 11172.
ing distance from the inner edge / of the portion A
The distance apart of the portions A and B is now made
to correspond to the required width of the tenon by
operating the nuts Fit and the gauges c are then ad.
jutted to make the distance front their under side to the
bottom of the portions A B equal to the required height
of the tenon. It will thus be seen that I am enabled bj a
single plane to make a tenon of any required width and
depth on a board or plank of thickness. and situated at
any required distance born its edge; whereas. it has
heretofore required a different tool for every different
size tenon, which was necessarily in the critter of the
thickness of the board.
My Unproved plane may also be used as a "dado"
plane, to cut a groove at any required distance, within
the limits of the length of the screws C. from the edge of
a board, by entirely covering the iron a of the portion 11
with the gauge D. and adjusting the portion B at the required distance from the portion A. when the plane may
be operated, as seen in Fig. 6. the gauge D testing
against the edge of the board, and serving as a guide.
also preventing the iron a of the portion A from cutting.
The depth of the groove thus cut 11./ the iron a of the
portion B is regulated by its gauge c, and its double cutter b acts in advance of the iron a in the ususal manner.
When a groove is to be cut beyond the limits of the
screws C the portion B is separated from the portion A
and used alone, in which case it becoines an ordinary
"dado" plane, and requires to be moved against the
guide-strip, temporarily secured to the board, to give
the required direction to the groove.
By removing the double cutter band gauge c from the
portion B, when detached, it becomes an ordinary narrow "rabbet" plane, which is a great advantage, as it
has heretofore been impossible to convert a "dado"
plane into a "rabbet" plane, on account of the shoulda
on its tinder side.
When the portion B is detached. the portion A with
its gauge D beconies a "Mister" plane, and by removing the gauges C D front the portion A it becomes a
broad "rabbet" plane. a change which it has heretofore
been impossible to make, for the reason that the iron in
an ordinary "Fillister'• plane extends only part way
across its under surface, which prevents it from being
used as a "rabbet" plane.
From the foregoing it will be seen that I combine in a
single tool a tenon-cutter for cutting tenons of all sizes
in every desired position, a "dado" plane. a "tillister"
plane, and two "rabbet" planes, of different widths,
be
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referred to. and I am thus enabled to effect a great saving in tools and in the space required for the same, as
well as in the labor of grinding, and care required to
keep them in order.
What I claim as my invention, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is —
I claim the tool as described, as a new article of
manufacture.
Witness my hand this 5th day of March, A.D. 1872.
CONRAD JENSEN.

STANLEY ROUTER PLANE
No. 71

The illustration shows how to rout openings
wider than the Plane Bottom. The attachment
of a flat board to the Plane Bottom is the
simplest way to span large openings. The Plane
Bottom is provided with screw holes for attaching such boards as necessary.

ROUTER
PLANES
Here is shown a common job in home construction where this Plane can be used—routing
the stringer for the step and riser of a staircase.
The other piece shows a stopped dado and a
routed shape for an inset.

For surfacing the bottom of grooves or ocher depressions parallel to the surface of the work. There
art many applications in pattern making. cabinet work and in fact aimost all kinds of woodworking that
call for these Tools. They are particularly practical for routing dadoes for shelves, stair stringers or
where pieces of hardware are to be recessed into the surface or edge of a board, such as large hinges
or lock strikes, etc. It is not possible to show all these, but the user will soon discover places where
these Tools will prove their value.
CUTTERS—Cutters are made of high grade
quality steel and are hardened and tempered.
The shanks of the Cutters are graduated in
liSths for I° which makes it possible to reset
for duplicate work and for approximate depth
adjustments. Three Cutters (N) are furnished.
and i" Router Cutters and a (3 piece) "V "
or smoothing Cutter. Cutters are adjustable
and depending on type of work can be held on
Front or back of Cutter Post (0) by means of
Clamp (H) and Clamp Thumb Screw (G).
VERTICAL ADJUSTMENT OF CUTTERS—
To adjust Cutter to desired depth, loosen Thumb,
Screw (G), turn Adjusting Screw Nut (B) up
or down on Adjusting Screw (C), and tighten
Thumb Screw.
SHOE—A Shoe (F) for closing the throat is
provided for use on narrow work if a closed
throat is practical. and is fastened to Depth
Gauge Rod (A) by means of the Shoe Thumb
Screw (E).
DEPTH GAUGE ROD—This Rod (Al. fastened by means of Thumb Screw (0). may be
used to control the depth of each cut, preventing.
the Cutter from taking an excessive cut whicn
would be inconvenient. For example, a cut
I . 16" deep can be cut repeatedly while still
allowing the Cutter to be sec for the final depth
of cut. One end of the Rod is of small diameter
(niiowine in a small groove

FENCE —An adjustable Fence (L) is provided
for use where the Cutter is to run parallel to
an edge. One side of the Fence is designed for
straight work while the other side is for curved
work. Fence (112y be fastened to either right or
left side of working face of Plane Bottom (K)
by means of Fence fastening Screw and Washer
(M).
KNOB —The two hardwood Knobs (l) are
fastened to Plane Bottom by means of Knob
Bolt and Nut (I).

